I STAYED BEHIND AS LONG AS I COULD IN THE HOPE THAT I WOULD HEAR FROM MY HUSBAND BUT THERE WAS NO NEWS. I HEARD LATER THAT HE HAD BEEN SHOT IN THE HAND BY A SNIPER AND WAS EVENTUALLY TAKEN PRISONER.

ON THURSDAY, 12TH FEBRUARY 1941, I LEFT THE PLACE WHERE I WAS STAYING, CARRYING A SMALL SUITCASE I HAD PACKED TO MAKE THE 11 MILE HAZARDOUS TRIP TO THE TOWN CENTRE, DIVING INTO DITCHES DURING AIR RAIDS, HITCHING A LIFT IN AN AMBULANCE, RIDING IN AN OPEN RICKSHAW AND ALSO WALKING PART OF THE WAY. I FINALLY GOT TO THE PIER, WHERE I FOUND HUNDREDS OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN, WHO HAD WAITED FOR DAYS IN THE HOPE OF A LAST MINUTE EVACUATION. IT WAS INDEED A VERY DISTRESSING SIGHT.

AT 2PM THAT AFTERNOON WE GOT WORD THAT A CONVOY OF SHIPS WOULD BE LEAVING THAT EVENING. I WAS HELPED ON TO A PACKED LOBBY AND WE WERE DRIVEN TO ONE OF THE MAIN WHARFS. WE HAD NO PROTECTION FROM THE PLANES THAT CAME OVER BUT WHEN IT WAS 'ALL CLEAR', I SCRAMBLED ON TO AN OPEN BOAT AND WAS THEN Hauled ABOARD A CHINESE OWNED COASTAL STEAMER WHICH HAD BEEN REQUISITIONED BY THE ROYAL NAVY AND RENAMED "HMS CANG HEE". THIS VESSEL WAS NOT EQUIPPED TO ACCOMMODATE THE 300 MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN WHO HAD FOUNDED THEIR WAY ON BOARD. HAVING BEEN A CARGO SHIP, THERE WERE NO PASSENGER CABINS, LITTLE DECK SPACE, BUT PLENTY OF ROOM IN THE CARGO HOLDS.

ALTHOUGH THE ADMIRALITY GAVE OUT THE ORDER THAT NONE OF THE SHIPS SHOULD LEAVE THAT NIGHT ON ACCOUNT OF THE MINEFIELDS IN THE INNER HARBOUR, OUR CAPTAIN DISREGARDED THEIR INSTRUCTIONS AND WE SET SAIL AT 9PM. AS WE SAILED PAST THE WATERFRONT OIL INSTALLATIONS AND BUILDINGS WERE ABLAZE. AFTER A COUPLE OF HOURS WE WERE WELL OUT TO SEA.

THE NEXT DAY, FRIDAY 13TH, THE JAPANESE PLANES CAME OVER THE SHIP IN WAVES. WE WERE FORTUNATE THE FIRST TIME THEY UNLOADED THEIR BOMBS BUT WHEN THEY CAME AGAIN AFTER 1PM THEY MADE A DIRECT HIT AND CAUSED DAMAGE TO THE ENGINE ROOM. THERE WERE SEVERAL FATALITIES. I DID NOT EVEN REALISE THAT I HAD BEEN HIT IN THE BACK BY SHRAPNEL IN SIX PLACES. THESE INCIDENTIALLY WERE REMOVED A FEW WEEKS LATER.
THE SHIP SAILED ON BUT AT 6PM A SHOT WAS FIRED ACROSS THE ROW, THE CAPTAIN STOPPED AND SHORTLY AFTERWARDS SIX JAPANESE NAVAL VESSELS SURROUNDED US. THEY WERE UNABLE TO DECRY THE SIGNALS SENT OUT BY OUR CAPTAIN THAT HE WAS CARRYING WOMEN AND CHILDREN, WHO, WERE NON-COMBATANTS. IN FACT WE WERE TOLD TO LINE UP ON THE DECK. WE MAY HAVE HAD A CHANCE AS THE JAPANESE OBVIOUSLY INTENDED TO LOWER A BOAT AND SEND AN OFFICER TO LAISSE WITH OUR SKIPPER, BUT AT THAT CRUCIAL MOMENT TWO ALLIED PLANES FLEW LOW OVER AND THE JAPS CHANGED THEIR MINDS IMMEDIATELY. WE DID NOT KNOW WHAT WOULD HAPPEN NEXT. IT WAS ALMOST AN HOUR AND DARKNESS HAD SET IN, A PITCH-BLACK NIGHT IN FACT, WHEN THE CAPTAIN GAVE THE ORDER TO ABANDON SHIP. THERE WERE ORIGINALLY 4 LIFEBOATS, EACH CAPABLE OF HOLDING 30 PERSONS, BUT WITH THE EARLIER BOMBING TWO OF THE LIFEBOATS WERE BADLY HOLED. CONSEQUENTLY THOSE WHO GOT INTO THEM LOST THEIR LIVES.

I SCRAMBLED INTO A LIFEBOAT WITH 47 OTHERS - 9 WOMEN AND TWO CHILDREN, THE REST WERE MEN OF DIFFERENT NATIONALITIES, INCLUDING 4 CHINESE CREW MEMBERS. WE HAD NO COMPETENT NAVIGATOR SO ROAMED THE SEAS FOR 5 DAYS WITH A MEAGRE RATION OF A BISCUIT PER PERSON AND A LITTLE WATER.

WE EVENTUALLY LANDED ON A MANGROVE SWAMP, NO HABITATION, NOTHING BUT BRACKISH WATER, AND A BEACH INFESTED WITH SANDFLIES. WE DID NOT DARE LIGHT A FIRE IN CASE THE SMOKE WOULD BE VISIBLE BY THE ENEMY.

ON FEBRUARY 20TH WE SAW SHORES IN THE DISTANCE AND AFTER SOME FRANTIC WAVING IT TURNED OUT TO BE A BRITISH MINESWEeper "MS TAPAH". THEY HAD SNEAKED OUT OF SINGAPORE ON THE DAY OF SURRENDER TO THE JAPANESE, 15TH FEBRUARY 1942. A BOAT WAS SENT OUT TO PICK US UP AND IT WAS HOPEFUL TO TAKE US SAFELY TO BATATA (NOW KNOWN AS DJAKARTA), THE CAPITAL OF JAVA. UNFORTUNATELY ABOUT MIDNIGHT SEARCHLIGHTS PLAYED ON OUR SHIP, OUR CAPTAIN WAS ASKED TO STATE HIS NATIONALITY. WHEN HE STATED 'BRITISH' THE REPLY WAS 'FOLLOW ME' AND UNTIL 2AM WE WERE UNAWARE THAT WE WERE BEING ESCORTED BY THE JAPANESE NAVY. NAVAL GUARDS RUSHED ABOARD AND WE LEARNT WE HAD BEEN BROUGHT TO MUNDUK, THE MAIN TOWN OF BANKA ISLAND, FORMERLY PART OF THE DUTCH EAST INDIES.
At 6PM, a captured RAF tender came out of the 'Tapan' and we were brought ashore. We were herded along a pier to a cinema hall and found it crowded with at least 1,000 male survivors from the various ships that got away too late.

We were treated roughly during the 24 hours we spent in the hall. The nine women and two children were then moved by truck to what was going to be our first internment camp. There were hundreds of civilian men, women and children in our new abode, of course we were segregated from the men. It was a building originally housing Chinese coolies working the tin mines on the island; divided into dormitories. In each dormitory the only furnishing was a sloping cement slab on either side, which left a narrow passage down the middle. The slabs were so reminiscent of the display facilities for cod and haddock that the women christened the place "the macfisheries".

Each dormitory was occupied by 40 women, 20 lying abreast on each slab, which was far from comfortable as we kept sliding slowly to the floor. Outside the dormitories ran a deep drain, which served as a lavatory. It was embarrassing having to squat in plain view of anyone who cared to look, more so as the Jap guard stood nearby. Water came from one tap which could only drip. There was a constant queue. If the taps were eventually hell, the two weeks which were spent in the coolie barracks were purgatory. Ablutions were performed in a concrete trough called a "tong". The small amount of water available was already dirty.

There were about 600 people here - civilian men, women and children survivors representing some 47 ships that were sunk in the Banka Straits, off the coast of Sumatra.